Delta Air Lines' new DC-7B — now in daycoach service between Miami and Chicago and Dallas — is like a beautiful home.

A lavish use of tan begins with deep loop carpets which stretch the length of the plane's luxurious interior. Soft reclining seats are upholstered in a handsome homespun tan fabric with metal gold and silver streaks running through it, and a rich tan leather covering is used for seat side panels.

Aqua leather arm rests and overhead racks blend softly with turquoise bulkhead coverings, and a white ceiling effects roominess.

A dignified elegance is created with conservative touches of gold, climaxed by the Golden Crown emblem on the dome of the cozy lounge, where off-white and aqua are the predominating colors.

Basic gold curtains, with special Delta patterns, depict scenes along the airline's routes and set the mood for a Millionaire Dream Vacation in such gay holiday spots as New Orleans, Jamaica, and Havana.

Buffets are trimmed in green formica and are well equipped for serving delicious hot meals to the 69 passengers the plane will accommodate on first-class flights.

Delta added 10 of these $2 million deluxe aircraft to its fleet of 11 DC-7's which it has been operating since 1954 and which will eventually be redecorated in the new color scheme. Four of the new DC-7B's have a 90-seat capacity for coach schedules but can be easily converted to first-class configuration.